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Background: Previous reports have suggested that action observation training (AOT) is beneficial in enhancing
the early learning of new motor tasks; however, EEG-based investigation has received little attention for AOT.
Objective: The purpose of this study was to illustrate the effects of AOT on hand dexterity and cortical activation
in patients with post-stroke hemiparesis.
Method: Twenty patients with post-stroke hemiparesis were randomly divided into either the experimental group
(EG) or control group (CG), with 10 patients in each group. Prior to the execution of motor tasks (carrying wooden
blocks from one box to another), subjects in the EG and CG observed a video clip displaying the execution of
the same motor task and pictures showing landscapes, respectively. Outcome measures included the box and
block test (BBT) to evaluate hand dexterity and EEG-based brain mapping to detect changes in cortical activation.
Results: The BBT scores (EG: 20.50 ± 6.62 at pre-test and 24.40 ± 5.42 at post-test; CG: 20.20 ± 6.12 at
pre-test and 20.60 ± 7.17 at post-test) revealed significant main effects for the time and group and significant
time-by-group interactions (p < 0.05). For the subjects in the EG, topographical representations obtained with the
EEG-based brain mapping system were different in each session of the AOT and remarkable changes occurred
from the 2nd session of AOT. Furthermore, the middle frontal gyrus was less active at post-test than at pre-test.
Conclusions: These findings support that AOT may be beneficial in altering cortical activation patterns and
hand dexterity.
Keywords: Action observation training, Hand dexterity, Cortical activation, Electroencephalography, Stroke

Introduction

Coordinated movements of the upper limbs are necessary for the successful execution of everyday activities.1
However, after stroke, the nonuse of the hemiplegic side
contributes to decreased strength and muscle shortening
in the affected upper limb, and sometimes, a painful condition can develop and lead to increased spasticity.2 These
problems induce functional impairments in the upper limb,
particularly in its dexterity, and may impede the execution
of routine daily activities. Therefore, clinicians conduct
various trials to identify better strategies for improving
upper limb function during stroke rehabilitation.3
Various therapeutic protocols such as the constraint-induced movement therapy and task-oriented training have
been developed for effective rehabilitation of stroke
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patients. Benefits of these therapies have also been recognized in clinical use for facilitating the intensive use
of the affected upper limb.4 However, such benefits may
be inadequate for patients with stroke at a low functional
level, because their movement abilities cannot provide a
solid basis for intensive training to improve hand function.5 In addition, poor motor functions limit the learning
of experience-dependent motor skills during the rehabilitation process. In stroke rehabilitation, this might be one
of the greatest dilemmas for most clinicians; therefore,
they are searching for optimal therapeutic solutions to
maximize functional recovery.3
Priming approaches including motor imagery training,
action observation training (AOT), repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation, and transcranial direct current stimulation are novel techniques that might help patients to
overcome these limitations.6 These procedures aim to
increase the excitability of the impaired sensorimotor
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system and thus facilitate cortical reorganization. In
particular, motor imagery training and AOT have many
benefits in clinical use such as safety and low cost, and
additionally, no specific equipment is necessary during
the training. A recent study with randomized controlled
design reported that compared with the motor imagery
training, AOT is more beneficial in enhancing the early
learning of new motor tasks.7
AOT is defined as a training process that involves
observing specific actions performed by others, and subsequently imitating these actions prior to physical training,
with the benefits of repetitively practicing the observed
actions.8 Previous studies have shown that observing the
execution of motor tasks during AOT can activate the
frontoparietal circuits and thus prepare and control target-oriented actions depending on visual and somesthetic
inputs.1 These circuits are activated equally during action
observation and execution; therefore, they are known as
the mirror neuron system.9 Researchers investigating the
function of mirror neuron system proposed that it plays an
important role in understanding the meaning of actions and
in meditating the process of action execution.10 In addition,
Krams et al.10 found that mirror neuron system was activated during the process of preparation for imitating the
intended action. Observers can match the action representation based on the activation of mirror neuron system and
the features of the observed action. This observation–execution matching process is considered an important mechanism for the recognition and understanding of actions. It
provides fundamental knowledge to allow successful application of AOT related to functional recovery of the upper
limb and hand in patients with post-stroke hemiparesis.
Recently, advanced brain imaging technologies allowed
the extensive use of EEG for investigating the mirror neuron system. Its activation can be identified by measuring
the mu (μ) rhythm, which is a brain activity pattern in the
motor area of the cortex with a frequency of 8–13 Hz.11
When subjects execute or observe actions, the mu rhythm
reduces.12,13 EEG has a high temporal resolution, but a low
spatial resolution. To overcome this limitation of EEG,
new techniques have been developed to identify the specific locations of neural activation based on EEG data.14
Additionally, a recent study described a system for the
real-time observation of cortical rhythm activation based
on EEG data.15 However, to our knowledge, EEG-based
investigations of mirror neuron system activation and its
involvement in the functional recovery of the upper limb
and hand have received little attention, especially for
AOT. Therefore, this study aimed to illustrate the effects
of AOT on hand dexterity and EEG-based cortical activation in patients with post-stroke hemiparesis.



Methods
Subjects

Twenty subjects with chronic stroke volunteered for
this study, and they were randomly allocated to either
the experimental group (EG) or the control group (CG)
with 10 subjects in each group. Inclusion criteria were
as follows: (1)>6 months since stroke onset; (2) no other
neurological and orthopedic impairments; (3) no cognitive
impairment (>24 points in mini-mental state examination—Korean version [MMSE-K]);16 and (4) ability to
grasp a small cube (2.5 cm × 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm). All subjects were provided with the detailed description of the
experimental procedure, which included explanation of
the safety of the procedure, and subjects signed a written
consent form.

Clinical test for hand dexterity

The box and block test (BBT) assesses gross manual
dexterity to determine the functional level of the upper
limb in patients with disabilities, and it is frequently
used in clinical settings for evaluating the hand function of children and adults. The tool consists of 50
blocks (2.5 cm × 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm) in a wooden box
(53.7 cm × 8.5 cm × 27.4 cm) split into two equalsized compartments with a divider. Subjects were
asked to put as many blocks as possible, one at a time,
from one compartment to the other in one minute.
The score represents the number of blocks per minute.
This test was reported to be highly reliable for clinical
evaluations.17

Electroencephalography (EEG) recording and
data processing

EEG was recorded and analyzed using WEEG-32
(LXE3232-RF, LAXTHA Inc., South Korea) with a
sampling frequency of 256 Hz and a band-pass filter of
0.5–50 Hz, and data were saved on the main computer
system after a 12-bit AD conversion. To determine cortical activation in the regions of interest during action
observation, electrodes (Ag-AgCl electrodes) were positioned at 30 scalp sites (extension of the 10–20 system)
(Fig. 1), and reference electrodes were placed at both
mastoids. Electrolytic gel was used at each electrode site
to decrease the impedance of the electrode-skin contact.
After the electrodes were placed, EEG data were collected
from subjects sitting in a quiet testing room and in a chair
with their arms and back resting. Data processing was
performed using the Telescan 3.08 program (LAXTHA
Inc, South Korea).
An EEG-based brain mapping system provided topographically represented maps of the most activated
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Figure 1 Sites of EEG electrodes. The red electrodes indicate the regions of interest.

regions of the brain, and the mapping comprised pre-processing and real-time processing. For the pre-processing
of EEG measurements, an inverse operator was used at the
locations where anatomical information was reflected.18
During action observation, alterations in cortical electrical activities were determined with computation of the
event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP), which indicates the average change in spectral power, namely the
event-related desynchronization and synchronization.
Analysis of the ERSP was performed with EEGLAB
(http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/). The μ frequency band
(8–12 Hz) was recorded and analyzed offline to construct the brain map representing cortical activation
during action observation. EEG data for preparing the
topographical power maps were obtained from the middle of the time interval (20 s duration) to exclude any
noisy signals that might be present in the first and last
5 s of the 30-s action observation. Then, topographical
power maps were displayed on a computer monitor for
the direct observation of spatial cortical perturbations in
various brain regions. After averaging the procession of
onset cues for each electrode, the power values of the μ
band were recorded in a range of 0–5 s and were displayed
according to a predefined color map.

Experimental procedures

Subjects were randomly divided either into the EG to
observe a video clip showing the execution of a motor task
or into the CG to observe a video clip showing pictures
of landscapes, with 10 subjects in each group. Subjects
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were randomly assigned to a group based on the outcome
of flipping a coin. Namely, subjects who got heads were
assigned to the EG, while subjects who got tails were
assigned to the CG.
Subjects in the EG watched the execution of a motor
task (action observation); their video clip showed the
action of placing wooden blocks from one side of the
box to another using the right and left hands for 30 s.
This task is same with a process of the BBT. The video
clip was created as a two-dimensional scene. On the other
hand, subjects of the CG observed an auto slideshow of
landscape pictures changing every 5 s for 1 min. For the
observation of video clip, the subjects of both groups were
asked to sit in the chair with their arms and back resting,
and watched a 40-inch monitor positioned at a distance
of 1.5 m in front of the chair. After observing the video
clips for 1 min, each subject performed the motor task,
which consisted of placing wooden blocks from one box
to another for 3 min.
For functional measurement, subjects of both groups
carried out the BBT before and after the five intervention
sessions. Furthermore, the EEG data of subjects in the EG
were collected in each session, while they were observing
the video clip. This demonstration was performed for five
sessions with 10-min rest intervals between the sessions
(Fig. 2). Sequential executions of the observed action after
AOT were not monitoring with EEG. During training sessions, consecutive execution of observed action indicates
that subjects intended to sequentially execute the observed
actions after observing the video clip.

Kuk et al. Action Observation Therapy in Patients with Post-stroke Hemiparesis

Figure 2 Experimental paradigm of action observation training for subjects in the experimental group. Baseline and posttest assessments were performed before starting the training, and again after six sessions of the training, with no sequential
execution of motor tasks.

Data analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences 17.0 for Windows, and
data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD).
The independent t-test was used to reveal whether there
is a significant difference in age, onset duration, and
MMSE-K score between the EG and CG. Additionally, a
2 × 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 1 within-subject factor (time: before and after intervention) and 1
between-subject factor (group: EG and CG) was used to
reveal the main effects and the difference in the BBT
score between the two groups. Significance level was set
at p < 0.05.

Results

Initially, 22 subjects volunteered for this study; however,
the data of two subjects (1 in each group) were excluded
from the final analysis because they did not participate
in full sessions during the intervention. Figure 3 shows
a flowchart of this study. General characteristics of the
subjects are summarized in Table 1. Age (t = 0.083,
p = 0.935), onset duration (t = 0.139, p = 0.891), and
MMSE-K score (t = −0.275, p = 0.786) were not significantly different between the groups.
Figure 4 shows the BBT scores of the EG and CG.
At pre-test, the BBT score of the EG was 20.50 ± 6.62,
and at post-test, the score increased to 24.40 ± 5.42. The
BBT score of the CG was 20.20 ± 6.12 at pre-test, and
20.60 ± 7.17 at post-test. The significant main effects in
the BBT score were for time (F1,18 = 15.803, p = 0.001)
and group (F1,18 = 235.024, p = 0.000), and significant
time-by-group interactions were found in the BBT score
(F1,18 = 10.470, p = 0.005).
Topographical representation created by the brain mapping system was different after each session of the AOT.
At pre-tests, cortical activation was uniform in the regions
of interest; however, remarkable changes were found from
the 2nd session of the AOT, with less cortical activation



Table 1

General characteristics of the subjects

Gender (male/female)
Age (years)
Paretic side (right/left)
Stroke (hemorrhage/
infarction)
Onset duration (months)
MMSE-K (score)

EG (n1 = 10)

CG (n2 = 10)

4/6
60.00 ± 9.36
4/6
5/5

5/5
59.70 ± 6.58
5/5
4/6

15.30 ± 6.77a
25.00 ± 1.63

14.90 ± 6.05
25.20 ± 1.62

Mean ± SD. EG: experimental group, CG: control group, MMSE-K:
mini-mental state examination—Korean version.

a

was observed at post-test. Before AOT, cortical activation
was visible in the superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal
gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, postcentral
gyrus, and inferior parietal cortex. However, the middle
frontal gyrus was not activated after AOT (Fig. 5 and
Table 2).

Discussion

In general, stroke rehabilitation focuses on restoring the
abilities that enable independent execution of everyday
activities without difficulties, and the recovery of upper
limb function is necessary to achieve this goal.19 The
goal of our study was to investigate the effects of AOT
on patients with post-stroke hemiparesis, and our findings support that action observation therapy might help
in functional recovery, as favorable changes were found
in hand dexterity and in EEG-based cortical activation
patterns.
Task-specific trainings, which focus on the repeated
practice of functional activities, improve the hand function
of patients with post-stroke hemiparesis.20 Additionally,
during the training, the repetitive use of the hand induces
plastic changes in the neural networks of the brain, which
contribute to the improvement of hand function.6 In addition to physical training, the use of AOT may be a favorable option for extending the repertoire of movements and
to relearn motor skills.21,22
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Subjects (n = 22)

Pre-test: BBT and EEG measurement

Randomization for group
allocation

Experimental group:

Control group:

Action observation (n = 11)

Landscape picture observation (n = 11)

Drop out (n = 1)

Drop out (n = 1)

Completed the trial = 10

Completed the trial = 10

Post-test: BBT and EEG measurement

Figure 3 Flowchart for this study. BBT (box and block test) was performed for both groups; however, EEG (electroencephalography)
data were obtained from the experimental group only.

After AOT, the motor improvement is most likely to
be associated with increased cortical activation in the
network including the bilateral ventral premotor area,
inferior parietal area, supplementary motor area, contralateral supramarginal gyrus, and bilateral superior temporal
gyrus.23–25 In general, ventral premotor and inferior parietal
areas are considered as the mirror neuron system, which is
commonly known as a critical area in motor learning and
action observation-associated functional recovery.26 The
mirror neuron system becomes more active upon observing actions, suggesting that specific motor experiences of
the observer induce neural reorganization in patients with
post-stroke hemiparesis.27 Our EEG-based findings may
322
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be fundamental to support the clinical feasibility of AOT
in stroke rehabilitation, since favorable changes were
observed in cortical activation patterns associated with
functional recovery. Since it is probably not possible to
detect fine differences in brain activation using EEG data,
in our study, we chose the EEG-based brain mapping system, which benefits from a high spatial resolution, to identify the brain areas activated during AOT.18 Furthermore,
electrodes collecting the EEG data were placed on brain
regions of the mirror neuron system, based on the findings
of a previous study.28
As shown in our findings, the activation of specific
regions, such as the superior frontal gyrus, inferior frontal

Kuk et al. Action Observation Therapy in Patients with Post-stroke Hemiparesis

Figure 4 BBT scores in the experimental and control groups.

Figure 5 Overview of topographical representations created by the EEG-based brain mapping system, suggesting the cortical
activation patterns change during action observation. These representations indicate a group average of the EEG signals.

Table 2 Activated regions of the mirror neuron system before and after action observation
Pre-test
Superior frontal gyrus (BAa
6, 9)
Middle frontal gyrus (BA 46)
Inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45)
Precentral gyrus (BA 4)
Postcentral gyrus (BA 1,
2, 3)

Post-test
Superior frontal gyrus (BA 6, 9)
Inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45)
Precentral gyrus (BA 4)
Postcentral gyrus (BA 1, 2, 3)
Inferior parietal cortex (BA 7, 40)

BA: Brodmann area.

a

gyrus, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and inferior
parietal cortex, was observed following AOT, while the
middle frontal gyrus was less active despite its activation
before AOT. Park et al.29 found that the prefrontal area of
the brain was less active after task training. Their findings
support that short-term intensive training may facilitate
the learning of tasks, and the superfluous activation of
the brain is reduced with the decrease in cognitive efforts
associated with performing the tasks. This indicates the
increased efficiency of cerebral control in processing
neuromuscular information and executing motor tasks.
Similarly, our findings revealed the selective activation
of mirror neuron system after AOT, but the middle frontal
gyrus was less active. In an fMRI study by Buccino et al.,23
the observation of novel actions prior to performing them
induced cortical activation in the inferior parietal lobule,
opercular part of the frontal lobe, and ventral premotor


cortex. Similarly to their results, our findings showed different cortical activation patterns in subjects of the EG,
but cortical activation was maintained in the bilateral
regions of the inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal
cortex. Although the inferior parietal cortex is activated
upon performing or observing the same hand actions, the
repetitive practice of observed actions contributes to the
decrease of excess cortical activation.30
An important implication of our findings is that AOT
might contribute to imitating individual motor actions,
and it may be a basic procedure to practice the actions
repeatedly.31 Imitation of observed actions is regarded as
a cognitive task, which requires relatively less effort to
execute actions. During observation and imagination of
actions, the neural networks of cortical regions related
to movement execution can benefit from the increased
efficiency of synaptic transmission, thus contributing to
functional recovery.32 In the fMRI study of Iacoboni et
al.,33 certain cortical regions became active during movement, and their activation increased upon imitating the
action performed by another person. In particular, cortical
activation was found in the opercular region of the left
inferior frontal cortex and the rostral-most region of the
right superior parietal lobule. Neural networks responsible for motor imitation contain numerous brain regions,
and selectively activate the areas responsible for processing sensory signals. This mechanism supports the role
of mirror neuron system, which allows the involvement
Topics in Stroke Rehabilitation  2016  VOL. 23  
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of motor systems in the imagination and execution of
observed actions, and reinforces the recovery of functional impairments after stroke. Currently, scientists focus
on the similarities of basic neural circuits related to the
imitation of actions and on mirror neuron system activated
by action observation.34
In this study, AOT was used to perform motor tasks
sequentially. Namely, patients with post-stroke hemiparesis observed an action in order to imitate it, which quickly
prepares the motor system for following instructions, and
makes the sequential performance of actions more successful.35 Previous studies reported that AOT is beneficial for creating motor memories.36,37 A study by Celnik
et al.38 reported that the incorporation of action observation into motor training can reinforce the encoding process
of motor memory in the primary motor cortex, leading to
the modulation of motor cortex excitability depending
on the muscular involvement during the training task.
Reinforcement of the motor learning process may originate from the activation of the neural system that matches
the properties of action observation with those of action
execution.39
In addition to the favorable effects of AOT, such as the
activation of mirror neuron system and motor function,
we acknowledge that our experiment has several limitations, which can be improved in further studies. First,
this study used only the small number of subjects; therefore, it is difficult to extend our results beyond our group.
Second, the main goal of this study was to detect shortterm effects after AOT, assuming this therapy changes the
mirror neuron system and facilitates functional improvement. Therefore, it was not possible to reveal the longterm effects of AOT. Finally, movement quality during
task execution could not be analyzed due to the absence
of quantitative kinematic measurements. Therefore, it
may be difficult to make a definite conclusion from our
findings.

Conclusions

In stroke rehabilitation, the advanced knowledge in neuroscience provides strong evidence about the advantages
of various rehabilitation approaches in a clinical setting,
which gives the clinicians various opportunities for clinical reasoning and decision-making. The current study
used EEG-based brain mapping to explore the effects of
AOT in patients with post-stroke hemiparesis. Our findings support that AOT may be advantageous in altering
cortical activation patterns and hand dexterity. These benefits are likely to be associated with cortical reorganization
and the activation of the observation-execution matching
system to create motor memories. Accordingly, AOT may
be a beneficial option for the functional improvement of
patients with post-stroke hemiparesis.
324
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